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										From fondue to Michelin star       →
									

									
										
											Constantly innovating, Geneva’s gourmet scene offers exceptional diversity.
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										From day trips to nights out      →
									

									
										
											After a day full of joy and discovery, Geneva has a few surprises for an unforgettable evening! 
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											Geneva is the ideal starting point for exploring the surrounding mountains.
										

									

								

							
						

					



		

	









	
		
			
				


	
Welcome to Geneva! 


As the official guide to Geneva, we warmly welcome you to our city that captures the heart with its one-of-a-kind blend of vibrant urbanity and peaceful natural beauty.

Geneva invites you to fall in love with its rich history, cultural gems, vibrant dining scene and warm hospitality. Start your Geneva adventure now!
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                The Geneva Tourist Office is moving!

                Come visit us at our new tourist information centre at Cornavin Station and meet our team of experts who will give you the best advice for your stay in Geneva.

Opening hours: 

From Monday to Saturday from 9:15 AM to 5:45 PM except Thursday from 10:00 AM to 5:45 PM.

On Sundays and public holidays from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM.


                Find your way
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Geneva ranks among the top 5 best destinations in Europe 

Make sure to visit Geneva in 2024!  

Already named in the top 10 of the renowned New York Times list of destinations to discover in 2024, Geneva has now secured a place in the top 5 of the European Best Destinations ranking.  

Over a million travelers have voted to select the best destinations in Europe, aiming to guide you towards unforgettable vacations.
	




			

		

	






	
		
			
				


	
Spring invites itself to your walks by the lake


Spring has finally arrived. The lake is dominated by the Jet d’Eau, nature is awakening in Geneva’s parks, the English Garden and its Flower Clock dress in spring colours. We visit the city’s most beautiful monuments. Stroll in the marvellous parks and enjoy a drink on the terrace. Walk in the magnificent surrounding countryside. 
	




			

		

		
			
				
			

		

	







    

    

    

        
            
                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

            

            
                Spring inspiration

                    Discover spring in Geneva
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                                        A walk through the heart of Geneva

                                        
                                            Go for a lovely walk through the heart of the city and explore Geneva’s fascinating history. Discover the must-see monuments.
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                                        Stroll through the parks

                                        
                                            
Starting point of this relaxing, marvellous walk: the Palais des Nations.

This walk lasts about 5 hours.
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                                        Explore the Geneva countryside

                                        
                                            Dive into the heart of Geneva’s terroir !
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                                        Enjoy a drink on a terrace

                                        
                                            Discover the best terraces in Geneva. In the English Garden, at La Potinière, enjoy a drink with your friends by the lake. When you visit the Old Town, take a break at La Clémence, a true meeting place for all people of Geneva.
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                                        What about a cruise

                                        
                                            For an hour, a day or a dinner, enjoy the fabulous views offered by Lake Geneva and the famous Rhône.
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                                        Your bike ride in and around Geneva

                                        
                                            The Geneva countryside offers beautiful cycling routes for biking enthusiasts or professional cyclists.
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                                        The most beautiful views

                                        
                                            Geneva. The small urban gem at the gateway to the mountains boasts landscapes to take your breath away!
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Find your favourite events or exhibitions to make the most of your stay! 

Geneva buzzes with diverse cultural events, immerse yourself in the city's dynamic atmosphere through renowned music festivals, conferences, influential art exhibitions, food fairs, sports and watch events... all within a picturesque setting.
	




			

		

		
			
				
			

		

	







    

    

    

        
            
                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

            

            
                Events in Geneva

                    Open the Agenda
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                                        Sasha Velour

                                        
                                            “THE BIG REVEAL LIVE SHOW!” TOUR
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                                        Labyrinthes

                                        
                                            Une invitation à explorer les dédales de la collection de la Fondation Martin Bodmer et leur symbolisme
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                                        Mahmood

                                        
                                            Mahmood have announced a major European tour, and will be stopping off in Geneva on 12 April 2024 at Thônex Live.
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                                        Watches and Wonders - In The City 2024

                                        
                                            Located at Pont de la Machine 1, 1204 Geneva, the Village Horloger welcomes you every day from 10:00 am to 5:30 pm. Our hostesses will be on site to inform you about the various activities.
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                                        Salon International des Inventions de Genève

                                        
                                            Une 49ème édition du Salon International des Inventions de Genève du 17 au 21 avril 2024 avec près de 800 exposant.es de 45 pays. Des découverts et inventions à ne pas manquer !
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Did you know that the Jet d'eau in Geneva is almost an accident?
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                The Jet d'eau

                A true icon of Geneva, the gigantic water fountain has a beautiful story to tell but did you know that its presence in Geneva is almost an accident?

                The Jet d'eau in Geneva
            

    







	
		
			
				


	
 

Geneva City Pass, 60 free or discounted activities and enjoy free public transport!

For 24, 48, or 72 hours, enjoy museums, lake cruises, guided tours, rafting, and more. Thanks to the Geneva City Pass, discover the best of Geneva! 
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                        Our 24h itinerary suggestion

                        
                            Find out about recommended itineraries from our Tourist Center experts and make the most of your Geneva City Pass.
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                        Our 48h itinerary suggestion

                        
                            Find out about recommended itineraries from our Tourist Center experts and make the most of your Geneva City Pass.
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                        Our 72h itinerary suggestion

                        
                            Find out about recommended itineraries from our Tourist Center experts and make the most of your Geneva City Pass.
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                        Our 72h itinerary suggestion

                        
                            Find out about recommended itineraries from our Tourist Center experts and make the most of your Geneva City Pass.
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Geneva uncovered: watches, secrets, and iconic landmarks await you!

Alone or together with a group, your guide will take you on a journey through the history of Geneva to discover cult watchmakers, the secrets of the Old Town, the city’s international district and its most famous female representatives. You will even get to see the underside of the famous Jet d’Eau, the city’s renowned symbol.
	




			

		

		
			
				
			

		

	







    

    

    

        
            
                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

            

            
                Tours and Excursions

                    Check our Guided tours
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                                        What about a cruise

                                        
                                            For an hour, a day or a dinner, enjoy the fabulous views offered by Lake Geneva and the famous Rhône.
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                                        Excursions from Geneva

                                        
                                            Discover our collection of exhilarating activities and unforgettable excursions.
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                                        Geneva Mystery

                                        
                                            Thrilled by suspense? Dive deep into the Geneva Mystery affair to find Professor Archibald Kymerion and investigate the reasons for his inexplicable disappearance one night in June 1893.
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                                        Discover the Choco Pass Geneva

                                        
                                            The Choco Pass is a wonderful way to explore the city while discovering the unique know-how of local chocolate makers.
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                                        Chocolate flavours tour 

                                        
                                            During this 3-hour walking tour, you will taste local creations and discover the universe of chocolate in Geneva.
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                                         Tuk-Tuk guided tour with Swiss fondue 

                                        
                                            Discover Geneva while enjoying a delicious fondue on board a unique vehicle!
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                                        Swiss Wine Tour

                                        
                                            Discover and book carefully selected wine tourism activities based on a national quality concept.
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                                        Hiking and biking

                                        
                                            The Geneva region offers a wide range of nature walks and bike rides. From the city centre, you can set off to meet the surrounding fauna and discover unique landscapes in all seasons. Mixing city and nature, a key asset of the destination! 
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		Meet Geneva locals
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                    The Geneva story of Anouck Grau

                    
                        "Geneva is close to my heart. When I was small I used to spend my summer holidays there and my memories are in Geneva."
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                    Meet Emilie from Les Petits Genevois

                    
                        "It’s is the city of my childhood, I have so many memories here! What I particularly appreciate are its different facets and contrasts."
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                    The Geneva story of Chris Black

                    
                        "Originally from Canada, I’ve been lucky enough to live and work in the heart of Geneva for almost 30 years. About a decade ago I started running more seriously, largely motivated and inspired by a fantastic local running club: Geneva Runners."
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          "Be informed about the latest offers, events, stories and tips for Geneva and its region."
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                    Affordable Geneva

                    
                        The city features fun-filled activities, and accommodation, restaurants and cafés that cater to all budgets. So, if you’re looking for a nice city break, here’s a sample of Geneva’s many affordable gems!
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                    Shopping in Geneva

                    
                        Swiss and international designers, unusual objets d’art, gift ideas and much more awaits in this new selection. Follow the guide and enjoy your shopping!
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                    CERN - Science Gateway

                    
                        Featuring interactive activities, immersive environments, hands-on experiments and real scientific objects, the exhibitions at the Science Gateway are open to visitors of all ages. 
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                Geneva, 3 stars in the Michelin Guide Vert 2023!

                Geneva has been awarded the prestigious Michelin Guide Vert distinction for the second year running. This recognition is based on a rigorous evaluation of nine criteria, reflecting Geneva's excellence as a tourist destination. From the first impression on discovering the city to the richness of its heritage, its warm welcome and the quality of its visits. Geneva offers an unforgettable experience that has captured the hearts of even the most discerning travellers.

                
            

    






	
		“Thank you for your beautiful Instagram pictures”
	





    
                    



    
            Share your best pictures with us #visitgeneva
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